Feedback from Alumni
My personal view for my educational life is "knowledge is important than a degree". After getting
admission in Gardi Vidyapith I felt that I am very lucky that I get such a College and such faculties in
Department. My wish was to gain knowledge and MCA department at Gardi fulfilled my all the
requirements. My life's Best moment in education was my MCA Journey. Faculty members don't treat us
as a student but they treat us as a friend. They inspired us everytime for creativity and job oriented stuff
just like our elder brother. Their response towards the student is fabulous. Even if we called them after
college hours at midnight they always responded and guided us. I have never seen such dedication
towards students growth anywhere else.
After Completion of my MCA I am feeling that "The knowledge achieved from this college, I could not
have got from any other reputed college. I want to study under these faculty members for the rest of my
life."
I heartily salute to Vaibhav Sir (Head of Department) for his leadership, knowledge and dedication.
I can forget everything but I can't forget MCA Department faculties.
Name : Yagnesh Ponkiya
From : Bhavnagar

It has been a great experience throughout the journey of MCA at Gardi Vidyapith. Special thanks to
prof. Mr Vaibhav Gandhi, Head of MCA Dept, for providing so much guidence in technical as well as
fundamentals of professional career. Department has very much experienced and expert faculties in the
field of education.
The campus is really nice with all latest facilities such as fully AC classrooms, AC library with large no.
of books, computer lab, a good canteen, good auditorium, playground etc. I would like to give special

thanks to whole Gardi Vidyapith family to give me support in order to move one step ahead towards my
successful career.
Name : Vishal I. Lakhyani
Native : Ahmedabad
“Memories” is just a word of 8 characters but when it starts to describe, it creates a book of novel but
for me it's not enough to describe this all memories are how important in my life.
Our professors inspired and challenged us throughout out study to help us achieve our goals.
We worked hard to get where we are today. Our college has taught us lot of things to have faith in our
own ideas and to believe in ourselves to fight with the real world.
Gardi Vidyapith has given us a tremendous support to step into the real world. We would like to thank
each and every member of this institute who has contributed in making a responsible person out of us.
Specially I heartily thank our HOD Mr. Vaibhav Gandhi sir who is very intelligent, sharp and very
punctual in management of MCA.
Thank you so much.
For me
"College is like a fountain of knowledge - and the students are there to drink"
Name: Hemdip Badani
From: Rajkot

Whatever knowledge I have gained from my faculties and college such a valuable and it is really helpful
in industrial level work. Faculties gave us industrial level practical problem in LAB so that in future we
can accept the challenge in industrial work. I really enjoyed and gained knowledge during my MCA is
most memorable part of my life. Today I am in post of program analyst at Argusoft India Ltd due to
MCA dept. faculty help. I really thank to faculties of MCA to give us their suggestion and help at any
time (24 X 7). I thank all staff of Gardi Vidyapith to gave me their valuable knowledge, time and
blesses to build my carrier.
Name: Bhayani Rahul
From:

Current Students’ Feedback
B. H. Gardi College is a place from where one can start its "Journey towards Success". The college has well
furnished buildings and classrooms, well equipped computer labs with Internet facility which helps in elearning, highly enriched library. The MCA department provides us with well qualified, experienced and
dedicated faculty members. From the first day the energy, enthusiasm, motivation, guidance and teaching
provided at the department which is the best I had ever got. The Environment of the college gives you the
attitude to move forward and fight the uncanny situations in life and to develop a habit and spirit of winning.
Name: Saloni Kaneria
Hometown : Rajkot

MCA department of Gardi college is like a Heart of the Gardi campus. our department always tries to fulfill
all the needs of the students and also supports students for various activities. Our faculties are always ready
to help students in technically and non-technically subjects. Also our department provides various software
and hardware to learn programming which is used in recent market just because of that the placement chances
of students are going very high. Just before beginning of any new semester our department organize various
workshop on cutting edge technology to provide advanced knowledge, aptitude classes as a preparation of
placements. Our HOD applies that type of educational policy which is suitable for students or which is
designed by the students. Our department is like a shining star in the Gardi Vidyapith.
Name: Jignesh Savaliya
Home town: Jetpur
Feedback :
When I first arrived in 2011, it was very hard for me to meet different people, language, food, everything.
But all the faculties and friends at Gardi College helped me acclimate here and their support was really
wonderful. They have a down to earth attitude and are easily approachable. I gained so much from Gardi
Vidhyapith, if you put your trust in the instructors and staff at Gardi college and if you study hard, you will be
able to make good career in IT field.
I’m also thankful for the friends I made here who gave me emotional and mental support. Because of all of
them I didn’t give up and here I am!
However, I got so much advice from Gardi College and friends, I got through it all easier than expected. I met
so many precious people at Gardi College: my classmates, H.O.D., Principal, and Faculties. They gave me
support, advice and love. They helped me in so many ways. If I can, I also want to be the same person for
other students. For other students and my colleagues, I would like to say “always be positive!”.
Name : Parth Dave
Native : Junagadh

During my 3 years of academic carrier in MCA I experienced studious atmosphere, perfect teaching &
personal approach to each student by qualified and helpful faculty members. I have seen progressive changes
during each & every semesters.
I am grateful to all my professors & my classmates with whom I worked like family members. I will
remember these campus days forever.
I heartily covey my best wishes to the Institution.
Name: Hiral Dhinoja
Native: Junagadh
I am pursuing MCA 4TH sem in this Department here, they are not providing only knowledge which are
covered in syllabus but here we are gaining practical knowledge by expert session and workshops. We are
getting very good opportunity to show our skills and abilities through different kind of events and competition
and for that this department is always motivating to us. So I am thankful to this campus for their best efforts
for studnts.
Name:- Mrugesh P. Tank
Native:- Rajkot

